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The age of the Earth in the twentieth century: a problem (mostly) solved
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Abstract: In the early twentieth century the Earth's age was unknown and scientific
estimates, none of which were based on valid premises, varied typically from a few millions
to billions of years. This important question was answered only after more than half a
century of innovation in both theory and instrumentation. Critical developments along this
path included not only a better understanding of the fundamental properties of matter, but
also: (a) the suggestion and first demonstration by Rutherford in 1904 that radioactivity
might be used as a geological timekeeper; (b) the development of the first mass analyser and
the discovery of isotopes by J. J. Thomson in 1914; (c) the idea by Russell in 1921 that the
age of a planetary reservoir like the Earth's crust might be measured from the relative abundances of a radioactive parent element (uranium) and its daughter product (lead); (d) the
development of the idea by Gerling in 1942 that the age of the Earth could be calculated
from the isotopic composition of a lead ore of known age; (e) the ideas of Houtermans and
Brown in 1947 that the isotopic composition of primordial lead might be found in iron
meteorites; and (f) the first calculation by Patterson in 1953 of a valid age for the Earth of
4.55Ga, using the primordial meteoritic lead composition and samples representing the
composition of modern Earth lead. The value for the age of the Earth in wide use today was
determined by Tera in 1980, who found a value of 4.54 Ga from a clever analysis of the lead
isotopic compositions of four ancient conformable lead deposits. Whether this age represents the age of the Earth's accretion, of core formation, or of the material from which the
Earth formed is not yet known, but recent evidence suggests it may approximate the latter.

In 1904 George F. Becker, head of the division of
chemical and physical research of the US
Geological Survey, addressed the International
Congress of Arts and Sciences (ICAS) on the
unresolved and important problems in geophysics (Becker 1904). At the time there was probably no greater controversy in geology than the
age of planet Earth and Becker gave the problem
its due. After briefly discussing the results of
Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) and Clarence
King, both of whom had calculated ages of the
Earth of less than 100 million years based on
cooling from a set of presumed initial conditions,
Becker commented:
These researches, together with Helmholtz's
[1856] investigation on the age of the solar
system, which is incomplete for lack of knowledge of the distribution of density in the sun,
have had a restraining influence on the estimates drawn from sedimentation by geoloParts of this paper are excerpts from Dalrymple, G. B.,
The Age of the Earth, Stanford University Press,
© 1991 by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford
Junior University, and are included with permission.

gists. Many and perhaps most geologists now
regard something less than 100 million years
as sufficient for the development of geological phenomena. Yet the subject can not be
regarded as settled until our knowledge ofconductivities is more complete. An iron nucleus,
for example, would imply greater conductivity
of the interior and a higher age for the earth
than that computed by King, though probably
well within the range [of 20-400 Ma] explicitly
allowed by Lord Kelvin in view of the uncertainty of this datum.
Later in his paper Becker, after commenting
on the importance of knowledge of the thermal
conductivity and specific heat in understanding
deformation, remarked that: 'The data for constitution and thermal diffusivity will readily be
applicable to the problem of the earth's age and
will yield a corrected value of the probable lapse
of time since the initiation of the consistentior
status of the Protogaea'.
It seems relatively clear from these two
statements that Becker thought that the method
(cooling of the Earth) for solving the problem
was in hand and that the solution only awaited
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London 2001.
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the measurement of a few relatively simple geophysical parameters. Becker was wrong on both
counts. The answer to the question of the age of
the Earth would eventually come from methods
based not on cooling, sedimentation or any of
the other methods that were popular around the
turn of the century, but on the newly discovered
phenomenon of radioactivity. And to top it
off, the answer would not be forthcoming for
another half century.
The reason that it took five decades for
scientists to solve the riddle of the age of the
Earth is simple - it was that long before the concepts and instrumentation that were necessary to
address the problem adequately were available.
Between 1904 and the mid-1950s, when the
answer was finally revealed, there were a number
of developments that were critical to finding the
age of the Earth and a substantial number of
scientists contributed to the quest. The purpose
of this paper is to review what, in the author's
opinion, were the most significant advances in
thought and instrumentation that finally allowed
scientists to show convincingly that the age of
the Earth is, to within an error of only 1% or
so, 4.5 Ga.

The age of the Earth in the
nineteenth century
In the 1800s and the early 1900s there were four
principal methods used to calculate the age of
the Earth and solar system. These included
thermal calculations, orbital physics, change in
ocean chemistry, and erosion and sedimentation.
Thermal methods included calculating the time
required for the Earth to cool from an initial
(usually) molten state or for the Sun to exhaust
its fuel by ordinary combustion. Orbital physics
involved finding orbital lifetimes of planetary
bodies, primarily the Moon, from known tidal
effects. Methods based on changes in ocean
chemistry were usually based on the increase
over time of the concentration of an element,
commonly sodium, in the oceans. And erosion
and sedimentation methods usually involved
estimating the time required for a carefully
measured stratigraphic section to accumulate
and then extrapolating the resulting value to all
of geologic time.
These different methods, based as they were on
uncertain assumptions, inadequate data, or both,
produced a wide variety of values (Table 1). The
results of thermal calculations, for example,
ranged from the minimum 1.2 Ga for the Earth
found by Haughton in 1865 to the 5 M a (5 x 106
years) or so for the Sun calculated by Ritter in

1899. Calculations based on erosion and sedimentation yielded values from a low of 3 Ma
published by Winchell in 1883 to a high of
15 Ga found by McGee in 1892.
Among the wide variety of results, however,
none was more influential than the thermal
calculations of Lord Kelvin and Clarence King.
Kelvin was probably the most prolific and most
honoured, arguably the most creative, and
certainly the most influential scientist of his
time (Burchfield 1975; Albritton 1980). In addition to devising the absolute temperature scale
and fathering thermodynamics, for which he is
well known, he invented the mirror galvanometer
and siphon recorder used to receive telegraph
signals, the stranded electrical conductor, the
tide gauge, and the first mariner's compass that
could be compensated for the magnetism of a
steel ship. In addition, he supervised the laying
of the first transatlantic telegraph cable in 1866.
At the time of his retirement in 1899 he had
authored more than 600 scientific papers and
books and held some 70 patents. It is against this
background of fame and influence that Kelvin's
conclusions concerning the age of the Earth and
Sun took on a decided air of authority (Thomson 1862, 1864, 1871, 1897).
Clarence King was also a scientist of great
stature (Wilkins 1988). Leader of the Geological
Survey Along the Fortieth Parallel and first
director of the US Geological Survey, King was
an energetic, ambitious and talented geologist
who was highly regarded by the scientific
community and by the public. King's (1893)
contribution to the debate about the age of the
Earth was to refine Lord Kelvin's calculations
using improved data on the thermodynamic
properties of diabase, which was then considered
a reasonable analogue for rocks of the upper
mantle, to estimate the present-day temperature
distribution within the Earth, and to evaluate
the assumed initial temperature gradient. King's
result was 24Ma, a value with which Kelvin
took no issue (Thomson 1897).
Because of their pre-eminence in physics and
geology, the results of Kelvin and King did,
indeed, have a 'restraining influence' on many
geologists who would have preferred a longer
time to account for the thick accumulations of
sedimentary rocks and for the numerous evolutionary changes evident in the fossil record.
Kelvin's and King's results, however, did not go
unchallenged. Among the challengers were T. H.
Huxley (1869), John Perry (1895a, b; Shipley
2001), and T. C. Chamberlin (1899). Chamberlin,
in particular, carefully dissected Kelvin's reasoning and mathematics and showed that Kelvin's
assumptions, on which King's calculations were
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Table 1. Examples of early (pre-1950) estimates of the age of Earth
Basis

Author

Year

Comte de Buffon
Lord Kelvin
S. Haughton
C. King
G . F . Becker
Lord Kelvin
H . L . F . von Helmholtz
Lord Kelvin
S. Newcomb
A. Ritter

1774
1862
1865
1893
1910
1897
1856
1862
1892
1899

0.075
20-400
> 1200
24
55-70
20-40
22
10-500
18
4.4-5.8

Orbital physics
Earth-Moon tidal retardation
Earth tidal effects
Earth tidal effects
Change in eccentricity of Mercury

G. Darwin
P . G . Tait
Lord Kelvin
H. Jeffreys

1898
1876
1897
1918

>56
<10
< 1000
3000

Ocean chemistry
Sulphate accumulation
Sodium accumulation
Sodium accumulation
Sodium accumulation
Sodium accumulation
Sodium accumulation
Sodium accumulation

T . M . Reade
J. Joly
J. Joly
J. Joly
W.J. Sollas
G . F . Becker
A. Knopf

1876
1899
1900
1909
1909
1910
1931

25
89
90-100
< 150
80-150
50-70
> 100

Erosion and sedimentation
Limestone accumulation
Limestone accumulation
Sediment accumulation
Sediment accumulation
Sediment accumulation
Sediment accumulation
Sediment accumulation
Sediment accumulation
Sediment accumulation

T . M . Reade
A. Holmes
T . H . Huxley
S. Haughton
A. Winchell
W . J . McGee
C . D . Walcott
J. Joly
J. Barrell

1879
1913
1869
1871
1883
1892
1893
1908
1917

600
320
100
1526
3
15 000
35-80
80
1250-1700

Radioactivity
Decay of U to Pb in
Decay of U to Pb in
Decay of U to Pb in
Decay of U to Pb in
Decay of U to Pb in
Pb isotopes in Earth
Pb isotopes in Earth
Pb isotopes in Earth
Decay of Rb to Sr

A. Holmes
H . N . Russell
A. Holmes
E. Rutherford
A. Knopf
E . K . Gerling
A. Holmes
H. Jeffreys
A . K . Brewer

1913
1921
1927
1929
1931
1942
1946
1948
1938

>1600
2000-8000
1600-3000
3400
>2000
3940
3000
1340
<15000

Temperature
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of
Cooling of

Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

crust
crust
crust
crust
minerals

Age of Earth
(Ma)

Not all of the values are ages for Earth. Some are for very early events in Earth's history, such as the age of the
ocean, while others are for the age of the solar system or the age of matter. None of the methods gives the correct
age of Earth. After Dalrymple (1991), who gives many other examples.
also based, were seriously flawed. T h u s , despite
Becker's seemingly casual s t a t e m e n t , b o t h the
m e t h o d s a n d the results o f cooling calculations
were highly suspect to those w h o were n o t
i n t i m i d a t e d by Kelvin's a n d K i n g ' s statures.
By 1904 only the m o s t p r e l i m i n a r y g r o u n d w o r k for finding the age o f the E a r t h h a d been

laid a n d it was j u s t being recognized for w h a t it
w o u l d eventually become. In 1896 the F r e n c h
physicist H e n r i Becquerel d i s c o v e r e d t h a t uran i u m salts s p o n t a n e o u s l y e m i t t e d invisible rays
similar to X-rays, a n d two years later M a r i e
Curie a n d her h u s b a n d Pierre discovered t h a t
t h o r i u m also e m i t t e d a similar radiation. T h e
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Curies determined that the new radiation was an
atomic property and named the new phenomenon 'radioactivity.' In 1902 Ernest Rutherford
and Frederick Soddy published the results of
experiments on thorium compounds that led
them to propose that the activity of a substance
is directly proportional to the number of atoms
present, to formulate a general theory predicting
the rates of radioactive decay, and to suggest
that helium might be the product of the decay of
radioactive elements.
The study of radioactivity, the phenomenon
that would eventually be used to find the age of
the Earth, was in its infancy. It was not known
how many elements were radioactive nor what
their decay products might be, isotopes had not
been discovered, the mass spectrometer had not
been invented, and only Rutherford had suggested that radioactivity might be used as a
natural clock to date rocks and minerals. For at
that same ICAS meeting in 1904 addressed by
Becker, Rutherford proposed for the first time
that the age of minerals might be determined by
radioactivity:
If the rate of the production of helium by
radium (or other radioactive substance) is
known, the age of the mineral can at once be
estimated from the observed volume of helium
stored in the mineral and the amount of
radium present (Rutherford 1905, p. 33).
It is impossible to know if Becker was in the
audience during Rutherford's address, so he can
hardly be blamed for not seeing how the question of the age of the Earth would eventually
be resolved, much less that the answer would be
more than two orders of magnitude greater than
the 2 4 M a calculated by Clarence King and
endorsed by Lord Kelvin. Becker's natural proclivity was towards physics and chemistry, and
he eventually participated in the age of the Earth
debate using physical and chemical methods.
In 1908 and again in 1910 he published ages for
the Earth of 5 0 - 7 0 M a based on the cooling
of the Earth and on the accumulation of sodium
in the oceans (Becker 1908, 1910), but he seems
not to have heard the prescient message given
that day by Rutherford.
In the half-century following 1904 there were a
number of significant advances in both thought
and instrumentation that led to methods to measure the age of the Earth using radioactivity. But
they were slow in coming and it was not until the
mid-1950s that all of the tools were in place,
radiometric dating was a reality, and a reasonable basis for calculating the age of the Earth
was available. The first of these advances was

development of Rutherford's idea that radioactivity might be used to measure the ages of
rocks and minerals.

A geological timekeeper
In 1905 Bertram Boltwood examined the composition of naturally occurring uranium minerals.
Invariably, he noted, they contained lead and
helium. Moreover, there was more lead and helium in the geologically older minerals than in the
younger, from which he concluded that lead
might be a decay product of uranium in addition
to helium (Boltwood 1905). Then in March
1905, Rutherford, who was by now the Macdonald professor of physics at McGill University
in Montreal, delivered the Silliman Lectures at
Yale. In them he again offered the possibility of
using radioactivity as a geological timekeeper
(Rutherford 1906), but this time he presented two
examples of the proposed radioactive method of
calculating ages, using an estimate of the production rate of helium from uranium. The first
was a sample of the mineral fergusonite, which
yielded a U-He age of 497 Ma and the second a
uraninite from Glastonbury, Connecticut, which
yielded an age of about 500Ma. Rutherford
cautioned, however, that the values were minimum ages for some of the helium had probably
escaped. Subsequent work by R. J. Strutt (1908),
who compared the He/U ratios of 13 samples
of phosphate nodules and phosphatized bone
as a function of stratigraphic age, showed that
helium was imperfectly retained and that U-He
ages were minimum ages, as Rutherford had
suggested.
Rutherford (1906) also suggested that age
calculations based on lead might be superior to
those based on helium:
If the production of lead from radium is well
established, the percentage of lead in radioactive minerals should be a far more accurate
method of deducing the age of the mineral
than the calculation based on the volume of
helium for the lead formed in a compact
mineral has no possibility of escape.
Over the next six years, a number of workers
tested Rutherford's ideas and published ages for
a variety of uranium minerals. These workers
included B. B. Boltwood (1907), R. J. Strutt
(1908) and Arthur Holmes (1911, 1913). The
ages calculated by these pioneers in radiometric
dating, although chemical uranium-lead ages
rather than isotopic ages, were roughly in agreement with their relative stratigraphical ages and
indicated that the calculations based on the old
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geological methods might be incorrect. Holmes,
in particular, felt that the assignment of numerical ages to the Earth and to the subdivisions
of the geological timescale would come only
through the application of radioactivity methods to these problems (Lewis 2001), and he
could not have been more correct.
Not all geologists greeted the new radioactivity method and its results with enthusiasm
and Becker (1910) was among them, despite his
proclivity for physics and chemistry. His own
calculations, based on cooling and sodium accumulation, indicated that the Earth's age was
70 million years or less, from which he concluded: 'This being granted, it follows that radioactive minerals cannot have the great ages which
have been attributed to them'. Becker was not
alone, nor did the scepticism end quickly. Nearly
15 years after Becker's remark and even as the
evidence for an old Earth from radioactivity data
continued to accumulate, F. W. Clarke (1924),
also of the US Geological Survey, commented:
From chemical denudation, from palaeontological evidence, and from astronomical data
the age [of the Earth] has been fixed with a
noteworthy degree of concordance at something between 50 and 150 millions of years.
The high values found by radioactive measurements are therefore to be suspected until
the discrepancies shall have been explained.
For all their imperfections, the early and highly
experimental mineral ages based on the decay of
uranium to lead and helium were at least as firmly
grounded in both theory and empirical evidence
as those methods that relied on the cooling of the
Earth, orbital physics, the accumulation of sodium in the ocean or the accumulation of sediment. Although they did not directly date the
time of the Earth's origin, their importance to
scientific thought about the age of the Earth
cannot be overestimated. They were the first
quantitative indication, based on physical principles rather than scientific intuition, that the
Earth might be billions, rather than a few tens or
hundreds of millions, of years old. In addition,
these early results marked the birth, albeit in
primitive form, of modern radiometric dating
and thereafter the science of geology would never
be the same.

Russell's age for the crust
Another key idea was that the age of the Earth,
or at least a large planetary reservoir like the
crust, might be measured from the relative
abundances of a radioactive parent element

209

and its daughter, specifically uranium and lead.
The first calculation of this type appeared in
1921 in a paper authored by Henry N. Russell,
a professor of astronomy at Princeton University
(Russell 1921). Using published estimates of the
amount of radium and lead in the crust, Russell
estimated the amount of uranium and thorium in
the crust and calculated the length of time
required to form the lead from the decay of
uranium and thorium. His value was 8 Ga. This,
however, was an upper limit because lead may
have been present initially in the crust and there
was then speculation that uranium itself might be
produced in the crust by the decay of some other
element. The lower limit for the crust, Russell
noted, must be considerably greater than 1.1 Ga,
which was the approximate age of the oldest
Precambrian minerals that had been dated by
U-Pb methods. Russell (1921) concluded:
Taking the mean of this and the upper limit
found above from the ratio of uranium to
lead, we obtain 4 × 109 years as a rough
approximation to the age of the Earth's crust.
The radio-active data alone indicate that this
estimate is very unlikely to be in error in either
direction by a factor as great as three. Indeed,
it might be safe to say that the age of the crust
is probably between two and eight thousand
millions of years.
This estimate, Russell observed, was consistent
with H. Jeffreys' (1918) age of 3 Ga for the age
of the solar system, which was based on entirely
different data relating to the eccentricities of the
present orbit of Mercury (Table 1).
Like Bottwood's, Rutherford's and Holmes'
early mineral ages, Russell's age for the crust
was a chemical, rather than an isotopic, age. In
addition, it was based on estimates of the crustal
abundances of uranium and lead rather than on
hard data. Nonetheless, Russell had provided
the concept that a planetary body, or at least a
significant part of it, might be treated as a single
reservoir and dated by radioactive decay.
Holmes (1927) revised Russell's calculation in
a popular booklet using current estimates of
crustal composition and concluded that the age
of the Earth was between 1.6Ga and 3.0Ga,
probably nearer the former than the latter.
At the time Holmes published his 1927
booklet, the second edition of a book originally
published in 1913, there were only a handful of
data on mineral ages in existence, and Holmes
was able to summarize them all in a brief table
that contained entries for only 23 localities. Yet
these ages, ranging from 35 to 1260 Ma, were so
consistent with the geologically determined ages
of the localities that they were difficult to doubt.
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In addition, if rocks in the Earth's crust were as
old as one billion years, then Holmes' age of 1.6
to 3.0 Ga for the Earth was credible. In his final
chapter Holmes tabulated the other physical
evidence for the age of the Earth and concluded
that it was consistent with the age based on
radioactivity. Results for sodium accumulation
and sediment thickness were relegated to insignificance; cooling calculations were not even
listed. The methods so important to the pioneers
in the search for Earth's age had been rendered
obsolete by the new evidence from radioactivity.
Any lingering doubts were put to rest in 1931
with the publication of a treatise on the age of
the Earth by a committee (of which Holmes was
a member) of the National Research Council of
the National Academy of Sciences (Knopf et al.
1931). In the face of the data from radioactivity,
the old methods and the results derived therefrom were shown to be untenable.
The discovery of new radioactive elements
and the measurement of their rates of decay in
the period between 1930 and 1950 provided the
means for additional estimates of the maximum
age of the Earth or, more exactly, of the Earth's
matter (Table 1). The methods all followed more
or less the general approach established by
Russell, which involved estimating the crustal
or earthly abundances of a radioactive isotope
and its ultimate decay product and then
calculating the time required for all of the product isotope to be generated by decay of the
parent. It was, however, a method based on
Russell's original idea - the decay of uranium to
lead within a large r e s e r v o i r - that finally provided a precise value for the age of the Earth and
solar system.

The mass spectrometer
Scientific concepts are important, but the tools
to make the necessary measurements are also
important, and often those new tools lead to
discoveries that modify existing concepts in
major ways. The explosive growth of physics
during the early part of the twentieth century
resulted in the development of many new instruments to explore the nature of matter and its
constituents. One of the most important of these
was the mass spectrograph, a forerunner of the
modern mass spectrometer, which led to the discovery of isotopes and eventually to modern
radiometric dating and the solution to the puzzle
of the age of the Earth.
'Positive rays' were discovered by Goldstein
(1896) and two years later were shown by Wien
(1898, 1902) to be streams of positively charged

particles. These particles attracted the attention
of J. J. Thomson, of the Cavendish Laboratories
at Cambridge, who constructed an instrument
he called the 'parabola mass analyser,' which
was based on an earlier design used by Kaufman
(1901) to investigate cathode rays (electrons), to
investigate these particles (Thomson 1914).
Using this apparatus Thomson was able to
show that neon had two isotopes of masses 20
and 22, thus confirming a suggestion made by
William Crookes in 1886 that atoms of an
element might have several different wholenumber weights (Faure 1977, p. 5). Thomson's
experiment was not sensitive enough to measure
the relative proportions of the two isotopes, but
the large difference in their masses made them
easily detectable.
Within a few years, F. W. Aston, working in
Thomson's laboratory, redesigned the apparatus, built the first quantitative 'positive ray
spectrograph', verified Thomson's result, discovered a third isotope of neon of mass 21
(Aston 1919, 1920), and set about determining
the isotopes of a variety of elements. At about
this same time, A. J. Dempster of the University
of Chicago designed and built a somewhat
different type of quantitative mass spectrograph
and made accurate measurements of the abundances of the isotopes of magnesium (Dempster
1918, 1920). Thus, the search for isotopes began,
and only ten years after the first isotope was
discovered, 70 isotopes of 29 elements had been
identified and their abundances measured. By the
mid-1930s, and largely due to the indefatigable
efforts of Aston, most of the isotopes of the
known elements had been determined.
In 1927 Aston turned his attention to lead and
made the first successful measurements of the
isotopic composition of common lead, i.e. lead in
minerals whose uranium content is negligible and
so represent 'frozen' lead compositions. Aston
(1927) showed that lead had three isotopes of
masses 206, 207 and 208, in approximately the
right proportions to account for the thenaccepted atomic weight of lead. Two years later
Aston (1929) measured the lead isotopic composition of a sample of uranium ore and found it
greatly enriched in 2°6pb relative to 2°7pb. In that
same year and from Aston's data, C. N. Fenner
and C. S. Piggot (1929), of the geophysical laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
calculated the first isotopic age based on the
decay of 238U to 2°6pb, and isotopic dating was
born. Geology would never be the same.
Rutherford (1929) used the new isotopic data
to estimate the age of the Earth in a unique way.
He was able to show that 2°7pb was probably the
product of another isotope of uranium of mass
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235; he estimated the half-life of 235U, and estimated the age of the Earth to be 3.4 Ga presuming that 238U and 235U were equal in abundance
when the Earth formed out of matter from the
sun. All this when the actual discovery of 235U
was still six years in the future (Dempster 1935)!
Photographic plates were the standard means
of detecting ions, measuring mass differences and
determining relative abundances in the early
mass spectrographs, but during the mid-1930s
several workers began experimenting with electrical detectors. Among the foremost of these
was A. O. Nier of the University of Minnesota,
who, within a period of a few years, developed a
precision instrument that incorporated electrical
ion detection, a versatile monoenergetic ion
source, and the latest advances in vacuum technology (Nier 1940). The modern mass spectrometers now used to measure precisely the
isotopic abundances for radiometric dating and
for petrologic studies are still based in large part
on Nier's designs.

Gerling and the primordial lead connection
Russell had advanced the idea that the Earth, or
more precisely the Earth's crust, might be dated
from the accumulation of lead owing to the
radioactive decay of uranium in a reservoir that
essentially behaved like a closed system, and had
also recognized the problem posed by the likely
presence of initial lead. It was E. K. Gerling of
the Radium Institute of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, however, who formulated
a working isotopic model that would eventually
be used to accomplish Russell's goal of dating
the Earth.
In the years 1938 to 1941, Nier and his
colleagues carefully measured the isotopic composition of a score of elements with a precision
previously unequalled. Among the more significant of these important contributions were their
studies of lead, in which a non-radiogenic
isotope (2°4pb) was discovered (Nier 1938) and
systematic variations in the proportions of 2°6pb
and 2°7pb relative to 2°4Pb in uranium and lead
ores were carefully documented (Nier 1938,
1939; Nier et al. 1941). They proposed that
these variations were due to the admixture of
'primordial' and radiogenic lead. The former
contained 2°4pb and was the lead present in the
Earth when the Earth and solar system formed.
The latter was due to the radioactive decay of
uranium and thorium since the Earth formed,
was a function of geologic time, and contained
no 2°4pb. This concept of a two-component
system for lead was essentially identical to that
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which Holmes had proposed for calcium isotopes in 1932 (Lewis 2001). With this one simple
idea Nier and his colleagues had provided the
basis for estimating the age of the Earth based
on new principles. Gerling quickly seized the
opportunity.
Gerling (1942) realized that an age for the
Earth could be calculated from the isotopic composition of a lead ore of known age, provided
that the composition of 'primordial' lead was
known and assuming that the lead ore represented a 'fossil' sample of the lead composition
of a single-stage reservoir within the Earth. Nier
and his co-workers had found one lead ore
sample, a galena from Ivigtut, Greenland, whose
2°6pb/2°4pb and 2°7pb/2°4pb ratios were extremely low relative to other measured ore leads
and they speculated that the amount of radiogenic lead in this sample was small or negligible
(Nier et al. 1941). Gerling used the lead isotope
ratios in this Greenland sample to represent the
composition of primordial lead.
Gerling's calculations were quite simple. He
found the length of time required for the isotopic
composition of lead to change from a value represented by the Greenland sample to a value
represented by the average composition of seven
more radiogenic lead ores. This time was 3.1 Ga,
to which he added the average age of the radiogenic ores, about 130 Ma, to obtain an age for
the Earth of 3.23Ga. Gerling presented no
graphics but his calculation is shown graphically
in Figure 1. He had, in effect, determined a twopoint isochron as it would have appeared at
130Ma using the Greenland analysis for primordial lead and the average of the seven lead
17
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Fig. 1. Graphic representation of Gerling's (1942)
calculation of a minimum age for the Earth using the
Ivigtut, Greenland, galena to represent 'primordial'
lead. His result was 3.1 + 0.13 = 3.23 Ga. After
Dalrymple (1991).
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ores as the second datum. The slope of this
isochron was equivalent to an age of 3.1 Ga,
which was the age of the ore at 130 Ma.
Gerling's result was a minimum age for the
Earth because, as Gerling recognized, the most
primitive ore measured by Nier was not necessarily representative of true primordial lead.
Gerling went through the calculation again,
comparing a primitive galena from Great Bear
Lake, whose age was 1.25 Ga, to the Greenland
ore. This calculation yielded a minimum age
for the Earth of 3.95 Ga. Gerling concluded:
'From these computations the age of the earth is
not under 3 x 109 - 4 x 109 years. This is certainly not too much, since the age of certain
minerals, calculated with reference to A c D / R a G
[2°7pb/2°6pb], was put at 2.2 x 109 years'.
Several assumptions are implicit in Gerling's
calculations. Foremost of these are that: (1) the
seven lead ores originated from the same homogeneous source (reservoir) whose initial lead isotopic composition was identical to the Greenland
galena; and (2) all of the leads are single-stage
leads, i.e. the leads all evolved in a reservoir that
was effectively a closed system to uranium and
lead. Gerling's results are minimum values for the
age of the Earth and, while of the correct order of
magnitude, they are too low primarily because
the lead isotopes in the Greenland galena are not
of primordial composition. Nonetheless, he had
devised a brilliant and fruitful approach that is
still the basis for finding the age of the Earth from
the decay of uranium to lead.
The generalized model for the evolution of
lead isotopes in the Earth is usually credited to
Arthur Holmes of the University of Edinburgh
and F. G. Houtermans of the University of G6ttingen, who both pursued the technique with
considerable vigour (Holmes 1946, 1947a, b,
1948; Houtermans 1946, 1947). Holmes and
Houtermans developed the method independently and were unaware of Gerling's work,
probably because Gerling's paper was in Russian and was not available in translation until
many years later. Nonetheless, Gerling clearly
has priority in the literature and it is unfortunate
that the model is commonly known as the
Holmes-Houtermans model: Gerling-HolmesHoutermans would be far more appropriate (but
see Lewis 2001).
The meteorite connection
Houtermans is well known for his part in
developing the Gerling-Holmes-Houtermans
model, especially for advancing the concept of
lines of equal time, which he named 'isochrons'.
In addition, he had pointed the way for future

work by suggesting that a better value for
primordial lead might be found by analysing
iron meteorites (Houtermans 1947), a suggestion
also made by Brown (1947). In 1953 Houtermans got his wish.
In that year C. C. Patterson, of the California
Institute of Technology, and his colleagues
determined the lead isotopic composition and
the uranium and lead concentrations in both the
iron-nickel phase and in troilite (FeS) from the
iron meteorite Canyon Diablo, which excavated
Meteor Crater some 50000 or so years ago
(Patterson et al. 1953a). The troilite was found
to contain the lowest lead isotope ratios ever
measured and was also exceedingly low in
uranium relative to lead. The low ratio of
uranium to lead meant that the lead isotopic
composition could not have changed significantly since the meteorite, which was even then
known to be an ancient object, was formed.
Thus, suggested Patterson and his colleagues,
the lead ratios in Canyon Diablo might record
the composition of primordial lead.
Houtermans and Patterson were both quick to
take advantage of the new lead data for Canyon
Diablo. In December of 1953 Houtermans
published a paper in which he calculated an
age for the Earth that is very close to the
presently accepted value (Houtermans 1953).
Houtermans made two principal assumptions:
(1) that the isotopic composition of lead at the
time of formation of the Earth's lithosphere was
represented by the values found in the troilite of
Canyon Diablo; and (2) that certain of the
Tertiary lead ores whose lead isotopic compositions had been measured formed by single-stage
growth from a common time of origin up to
the time of formation (i.e. extraction from the
reservoir) of the lead ores. He chose lead ores of
Tertiary age because for these young leads the
calculated age of the Earth is relatively insensitive to errors in the geological age of the samples.
At that time the literature contained lead isotopic compositions for 22 ores, from which
Houtermans selected ten. For each of the ten
ores he calculated a two-point isochron through
the lead composition of the ore and the lead
composition of Canyon Diablo troilite. He then
averaged the ten results and used the result to
find an age for the Earth of 4.5 ± 0.3 Ga.
Graphically, Houtermans' solution is nearly
identical to Gerling's (Fig. 1) except that he used
the Canyon Diablo values instead of the Greenland galena for primordial lead. In selecting the
ten Tertiary leads, Houtermans rejected 12 others
because their compositions were anomalous and
their model 2°7pb/2°6pb ages were negative. He
noted, however, that even if such data were
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Houtermans' and Patterson's 1953 results are
notable not only because they are near the
present-day value but also because they were the
first calculation to link the age of the Earth to
the age of meteorites, thereby implying a genetic
connection. Neither Houtermans nor Patterson
made any attempt to justify this assumption of
co-genesis, but as we shall see, a reasonable case
can be made for its validity.

included the results were not changed appreciably. Therefore, he concluded, as long as a large
number of carefully selected samples was used
any multi-staged leads inadvertently included in
the calculations resulted in only small errors
in the final result.
Patterson (1953) presented the results of calculations that were virtually identical to those of
Houtermans at a conference held three months
before Houtermans' 1953 paper was published.
He used the meteoritic lead composition as the
composition of primordial lead and two different types of materials to represent the composition of present-day lead. One calculation used
the average lead composition of Recent oceanic
sediment and a manganese nodule. The other
used the composition of lead in Columbia River
Basalt (Miocene). His results were 4.51 and
4.56Ga, respectively. The publication date of
the conference proceedings is commonly given in
bibliographic references (as it is here) as 1953,
the year of the conference, but the actual date of
publication is not given in the proceedings
volume and is unclear. Most probably, Patterson's paper was published early in 1954, a few
months after Houtermans' paper (L. T. Aldrich
pers. comm. 1990; C. C. Patterson pers. comm.
1990), but it is clear that Patterson made the
first presentation of these important results to
the scientific community and he is generally
acknowledged as the first scientist to calculate
the true age of the Earth.

P a t t e r s o n and the meteoritic lead isochron

Houtermans and Patterson had assumed that
there was a genetic connection between meteoritic lead and young terrestrial lead but had not
provided any arguments for the validity of that
assumption. Moreover, their calculations were
each based essentially on only two points: troilite
lead in the Canyon Diablo meteorite and young
leads in either Tertiary ores, Recent ocean
sediment or Miocene basalt. Patterson corrected
both deficiencies three years later in a now-classic
paper (Patterson 1956).
Patterson used the lead isotope analyses from
three stone meteorites and the troilite phase of
two iron meteorites and showed that these data
fell precisely on an isochron (Fig. 2) whose slope
indicated an age of 4 . 5 5 + 0 . 0 7 G a . Such colinearity from a set of data with a wide range in
isotopic composition, Patterson argued, strongly
indicated that these five meteorites fulfilled the
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assumptions of the method. Any meteorite that
had a differentiation history that fractionated
uranium relative to lead after its initial formation would not fall on the isochron. Therefore,
Patterson concluded, the isochron age represents
the time of initial formation and differentiation
of meteorites. He also noted that the age was in
agreement with the existing K-Ar and Rb-Sr
ages for meteorites, which were then few in
number and poor in quality.
Patterson's next step was to make the genetic
connection between meteorites and the Earth.
He used the newly found age for the Earth and
the primordial lead ratios from Canyon Diablo
troilite to predict the lead isotope ratios for any
modern lead (i.e. lead of zero age) that belonged
to the meteoritic system. This is simply another
way of saying that if modern Earth lead falls
on the meteoritic isochron, then it must have
evolved, over the past 4.55 Ga, in a closed system from a primordial composition the same as
that measured in Canyon Diablo troilite. Patterson realized that there were other ways that an
Earth lead could have developed a composition
on the isochron, but these required complicated
and improbable mechanisms.
The problem of choosing a representative sample of modern Earth lead is not simple because
Earth's crust is being continually created and
destroyed, and so has a complicated history. Patterson proposed that modern sediment from the

deep ocean might provide a reasonable sample of modern Earth lead because such sediment
samples a wide volume of material from the present continents and thus represents average crustal lead. The lead isotopic composition of Pacific
deep-sea sediment had been measured previously
(Patterson et al. 1953b) and its lead composition
satisfied Patterson's prediction very well (Fig. 2).
And so Patterson had not only determined a precise age for meteorites but had also shown it
probable that the Earth was part of the meteoritic
lead system and, therefore, of the same age.
Six years later Patterson teamed with V. R.
Murthy of the University of California at San
Diego to refine Patterson's age of meteorites and
to strengthen the hypothesis that the Earth was
part of the meteoritic lead system (Murthy &
Patterson 1962). Murthy and Patterson selected
lead analyses of five stone meteorites thought, on
the basis of other isotopic age data, most likely
to have been closed systems since formation.
To this array of data they added the composition
of primordial lead, which they took to be the
average composition of lead in troilite from five
iron meteorites as measured by three different
laboratories. The six meteorite lead compositions
formed a linear array (Fig. 3). To determine the
slope of the isochron, Murthy and Patterson
calculated the mean of the five slopes defined by
each of the stone meteorites and the primordial
composition. This average slope represented an
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age for meteorites of 4.55 Ga and the isochron
they named the meteoritic geochron.
To show the relationship between the meteoritic geochron and the terrestrial geochron,
Murthy and Patterson used two samples of
terrestrial lead (Fig. 3 inset). One, the average
composition of lead in more than 100 samples of
recent North Pacific sediments, should, they
reasoned, lie to the right of the terrestrial
geochron because the marine sediments are
eroded from rocks of the upper layers of the
crust. At the time of their formation, these source
rocks contained lead compositions representative of the entire crust but were enriched in 238U
relative to 2°4pb by the crustal formation process. Thus, the marine leads should be displaced
to the 2°6pb-enriched side of the average crustal
lead composition. In other words, the average
marine sediment lead composition should lie
slightly to the right of the terrestrial (= crustal)
geochron. On the left, the terrestrial geochron
should be bracketed by single-stage ore leads
that define the crustal growth curve. Murthy and
Patterson chose the mean composition of ore
leads from Bathurst, New Brunswick, which
have a geological age of about 350 Ma and which
were, at the time (but no longer), thought to
be single-stage leads. These two points, they
reasoned, should limit the position of the terrestrial geochron, and since they also bracketed
the meteoritic geochron, the two geochrons must
be very nearly the same, if not identical. Moreover, both the North Pacific and Bathurst leads
lie on a primary (single-stage) growth curve that
passes through the primordial (troilite) composition and satisfies what was then known about
the average U/Pb ratio of the crust. Murthy and
Patterson concluded, therefore, that meteorites
and the Earth's crust are parts of the same Pb
isotopic system and the age of meteorites and
the age of the Earth are the same.
In addition to refining the Pb isotopic age of
meteorites, Murthy and Patterson provided a
sound basis for connecting Pb growth in the
Earth, a body whose time of origin cannot be
determined directly, with Pb growth in meteorites, whose ages can be precisely measured.
Houtermans (1953) and Patterson (1953) had
assumed that meteorites and the Earth were cogenetic. In one bold and clever stroke, Murthy
and Patterson had shown that such an assumption was not only reasonable but probable.

The primary terrestrial growth curve
No discussion of the age of the Earth would be
complete without some mention of the exhaustive attempt to reconstruct the primary terrestrial
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lead isotope growth c u r v e - an ingenious idea
with which nature was not entirely co-operative.
The idea of a primary terrestrial growth curve
is based on the assumption that the Earth
formed at the same time as the meteorites with
its own ratio of U/Pb, has remained a closed
system to uranium and lead since formation,
and thus can be treated like a meteorite. It then
follows that the lead isotopic composition of the
Earth, too, must have evolved along a similar
single-stage growth curve that originated, as do
the growth curves for meteorites, at the primordial composition of lead. Such a growth curve
need not necessarily involve the entire Earth but
could apply to any uranium-lead reservoir
within the Earth, such as the mantle or crust,
so long as that reservoir formed at the same time
or very shortly after the Earth and has remained
a closed system to uranium and lead.
The hypothesis of a single growth curve
for the Earth, or some substantial portion of
it, was implicit in the early work of Russell,
Gerling, Holmes and Houtermans and was more
fully developed in the 1950s by R. D. Russell
of the University of British Columbia and his
colleagues (e.g. Collins et al. 1953; Russell 1956;
Russell & Farquhar 1960). The hypothesis
appears to be a reasonable approximation because modern terrestrial sediments and young
lead ores plot very close to the meteoritic geochron. But a more convincing case could be
made if the terrestrial growth curve actually
could be 'traced' backward in time, i.e. reconstructed, and if it could be shown that the
reconstructed curve passes through the composition of meteoritic troilite.
As was recognized by Gerling, lead ores
represent the isotopic composition of lead in
their parent rocks at the time the ores formed and
thus represent the fossil lead isotopic record
of some large uranium-lead reservoir within the
Earth. The amount of lead withdrawn from
the reservoir by the formation of the ore is
so small that the withdrawal does not, for all
practical purposes, violate the assumption of a
closed system. Thus isotopic analyses of singlestage lead ores from this presumed reservoir
should, theoretically, permit the evolution of
lead isotopes in the Earth to be traced through
time and the primary terrestrial growth curve to
be thereby reconstructed.
One difficulty with this procedure involves
the selection of appropriate samples. Since it is
known that most lead ores are the products
of multi-stage processes, how can single-stage
lead ores be identified? A potential solution
to this problem was suggested by Stanton &
Russell (1959), who proposed that conformable,
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or stratiform, lead ore deposits were probably
composed of single-stage leads. These stratiform
ores are thought to form by deposition from
seawater of lead produced by volcanic eruptions
and so should be the same age as the sedimentary
beds in which they occur. Stanton and Russell
observed that the isotopic composition of leads
from conformable deposits were ordinary and
quite uniform, whereas those from other types of
deposits commonly were anomalous and highly
variable, and they found that the leads from nine
conformable deposits fit a single-stage growth
curve to within a few tenths of one per cent.
During the 1960s and early 1970s, the definition and refinement of the primary terrestrial
growth curve was a major goal of lead isotope
studies. Conformable ores are not numerous, but
results from the dozen or so then-analysed
deposits appeared to fit rather precisely a singlestage growth curve that passed through the
composition of Canyon Diablo troilite and
substantiated an age of 4.55 Ga for the Earth.
Figure 4 shows an example of one such singlestage growth curve based on 14 conformable lead
ores ranging in age from 0.1 to 2.2 Ga. Numerous authors of the period presented similar
primary terrestrial growth curves, but all used
the same basic data set, differing in only a few
details, and came to the same basic conclusion
that, to a first approximation, the source of
ordinary leads has behaved as a single-stage

system since formation of the Earth at approximately 4.55Ga (e.g. Russell & Farquhar 1960;
Ostic et al. 1963, 1967; Russell & Reynolds, 1965;
Kanasewich 1968; Cooper et al. 1969; Stacey
et al. 1969; Doe 1970; Russell 1972).
At the end of the 1960s the data from lead
ores seemed to be in excellent accord with the
independently measured radiometric ages of
meteorites. But the beautiful concordance was
partly fortuitous and was destined to degenerate
with the more accurate measurement of the
uranium decay constants and of the isotopic
composition of lead in Canyon Diablo troilite.
Oversby (1974) was the first to publish a
detailed analysis of the problems with the singlestage hypothesis for the evolution of conformable lead ores. One problem arose when the new
and highly precise values for the uranium decay
constants (Jaffey et al. 1971) and for the isotopic
composition of lead in Canyon Diablo troilite
(Tatsumoto et al. 1973) became available. With
these better values in hand, it was no longer
possible to construct a single-stage growth curve
that passed through the conformable ores and
through Canyon Diablo troilite with the age of
the Earth at 4.55 Ga. The deviation of the data
from a single-stage growth curve was especially
pronounced for ores younger than about 2.5 Ga.
The second problem noted by Oversby was
that the model Pb-Pb ages for the conformable
ores, i.e. the age calculated from an 'isochron'
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drawn through Canyon Diablo troilite and
through an individual ore datum, were 300450 Ma younger than the known geological ages
of the ore leads as measured by other means,
both radiometric and stratigraphic.
The only solutions to this problem were either
to accept an age of 4.43 Ga for the Earth, which
was at odds with the ages of meteorites, or to
admit that the reservoir for conformable leads
had not behaved as a single-stage system since
the Earth formed (Doe & Stacey 1974).
The abandonment of the concept of singlestage leads resulted in the loss of some of the
uniqueness of growth curve solutions for the age
of the Earth. Conformable ore lead data can be
made to fit multi-stage models with the age of the
Earth at 4.55Ga quite precisely because such
models have considerably more flexibility than
a single-stage model (e.g. Sinha & Tilton 1973;
Stacey & Kramers 1975; Cumming & Richards
1975). But even these models may oversimplify
the evolution of lead isotopes in the Earth (e.g.
Hofmann 2001). Thus, the primary terrestrial
growth curve can be made consistent with the
concept that the Earth and meteorites are part of
the same lead isotopic system by assuming a
multi-stage history, but it does not yield a unique
numerical solution for the age of the Earth.

The age of the Earth in 2001
The presently accepted value for the age of the
Earth is based on data from only a few very
old conformable leads. The calculations utilize old leads because they presumably spent less
time evolving in the lead reservoir than young
leads and did so early in Earth's history. As a
result, they are more likely to be, or to closely
approximate, single-stage leads. In addition, any
deviation from the single-stage assumption has
less of an effect on the calculations involving a
very old lead than it does on those that utilize
younger leads.
There are two slightly different types of age-ofthe-Earth calculations. The first type of calculation is virtually identical to the one developed by
Gerling. It involves finding the length of time
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required for the composition of an ancient lead
ore, whose age is known independently from
radiometric dating, to evolve from the composition of Canyon Diablo troilite to its composition
at the time it was separated from the Earth
reservoir (which is the same as its composition
now). This calculated time is then added to the
independently known age of the lead ore to find
the age of the reservoir (Earth). There are only
three results of this type from stratiform ores
(Table 2). They all give very nearly the same
value for the age of the Earth and have a mean
of 4.54 Ga.
In 1980, F. Tera, of the Carnegie Institution
of Washington, developed a method of determining the age of the Earth from ancient conformable lead deposits that does not require that
the ages of the lead deposits (t) to be known
(Tera 1980, 1981). Instead, Tera's method is
based on the assumption that age-composition
profiles of galenas of different age, but from a
common source, must have a single point of
congruency that defines unique values for both
the 238U/2°4pb ratio (#) in the source and for the
age of reservoir (T).
Tera used lead isotope data for the four oldest
conformable galenas known (Table 2). For each
galena he assumed various values of T and
calculated the corresponding values of t using
the measured 2°7pb/2°6pb ratio of the galena and
Canyon Diablo troilite for primordial lead. For
each pair of T and t values he then calculated the
corresponding value of #s, which is the presentday value of # for the source. The calculated
values of T and #s provided the data to construct a 'source profile' of T versus #s for the
galena (Fig. 5). This profile is a unique function
of the lead composition of the analysed galena,
but only one point on the curve can be correct
and from the data of a single galena it is not
possible to determine this point. Tera assumed,
however, that the four ancient galenas originated
from the same source and that the individual
profiles from these galenas would intersect at a
point that represents the true age and composition of the source. For the four analysed galenas,
this congruency point is 4.53 Ga.

Table 2. Ages of the Earth based on lead isotope data from conformable Archean lead ores
Locality

Age of ore
(Ga)

Age of Earth
(Ga)

Source

Timmons, Ontario
Manitouwadge, Ontario
Barberton, South Africa
Big Stubby, W. Australia

2.64
2.68
3.23
3.45

4.56
4.55
nd
4.52

Bugnon et al. (1979)
Tilton & Steiger (1965, 1969)
Stacey & Kramers (1975)
Pidgeon (1978)

See also Figure 5. After Dalrymple (1991).
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The type of source profile shown in Figure 5
is only one of several that can be constructed
from the same basic data. For example, Tera
(1981) has also constructed source profiles for
the same four ancient galenas by plotting the
radiogenic 2°7pb/2°6pb versus the source composition expressed as 2°4pb/Z°6pb. In this analysis
he obtained a congruency point that results in
T = 4.54 Ga. Tera observed that it was probably
significant that ancient galenas from three continents seemed to define a common source with a
common age and lead composition and also that
the age obtained is similar to the age determined
for meteorites.
The precise nature of the 4.54 Ga event indicated by treating the lead isotopic data from old
Earth leads and from troilite in iron meteorites
as one lead isotopic system is not clear. Tera
(1981) speculated that the age represents the time
of uranium-lead fractionation in the primary
materials from which the Earth formed. If this
fractionation occurred at or very near the time
Earth accumulated, then the age is the age of
the Earth. If not, then it represents the age of the
debris from which the Earth formed. Alternatively, the fractionation might be the result of

separation of the Earth's materials into core and
mantle. A distinct possibility is that Tera's result,
as well as the results from other terrestrial lead
models, does not precisely represent any particular event in the Earth's formation. Hofmann
(2001) has argued rather persuasively that any
sample of lead on Earth is unlikely to have come
from a truly primitive source and, therefore, that
terrestrial lead isotope data are incapable of
providing a refined value for the age of the Earth
within the broad limits of about 4.4-4.56 Ga. But
all is not lost.
Recent and past studies of extinct radioactive isotope systems, such as |291/129Xe (/1/2 =
15.7Ma), 53Mn/53Cr ( t | / 2 = 3 . 7 M a ) and 182Hf/
182W (t|/2 = 9 Ma) of meteorites as well as lunar
and terrestrial samples, combined with increasingly precise Pb isotope studies of meteorites,
have begun to clarify the timing of events in the
early solar system (e.g. All+gre et al. 1995; Halliday & Lee 1999; Tera & Carlson 1999). It now
appears as if the sequence of events, beginning
with the condensation of solid matter from the
solar nebula at 4.566Ga, the age of calciumaluminium inclusions in primitive meteorites
(All~gre et al. 1995), and ending with the final
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accretion of the Earth, segregation of the Earth's
core and formation of the Moon, occurred within
an interval ofc. 50 + 10 Ma, with the latter events
occurring about 4.51 Ga (Halliday & Lee 1999).
This suggests that Tera's 1981 age of the Earth
(4.54 Ga) may, as he first speculated, approximate
the age of the material from which the Earth
formed rather than the age of formation of the
planet itself. Despite the present uncertainties,
which are numerically small, there is little doubting that the age of the Earth (or at least its material) and the solar system exceed, by some small
fraction, 4.5Ga. That much has not changed
significantly since Patterson's 1953 result. If
knowledge of the early events in the solar system
continues to increase at the current rate, then
there is little doubt that a detailed chronology of
those events will be known within this decade.
The approximate age of the Earth determined
from isotopic evidence is substantiated by a
large number of radiometric ages of different
types on meteorites and lunar samples, the
oldest of which are 4.5-4.6Ga. In addition, an
age of 4.51-4.55Ga is consistent with ages
determined for the oldest rocks and minerals
on the Earth (4.0-4.4 Ga), the globular cluster
stars in the Milky Way galaxy (14-18 Ga), the
r-process elements (9-16Ga), and the universe
(7-20Ga) (see Dalrymple (1991) for a detailed
discussion of the evidence for the age of the
Earth, meteorites, galaxy and universe).
There are still many interesting things to learn
about the formation of the solar system and the
age and early history of the Earth, but the age of
the Earth is no longer the mystery it was when
George Becker addressed the ICAS in 1904. We
now know, to within 1% or better and from a
variety of evidence, that the age of the EarthMoon-meteorite system is about 4.51-4.55 Ga.
How would George Becket and his contemporaries view the progress made by the end of the
twentieth century in solving this important problem that occupied so much of their time? That
question is, of course, impossible to answer, but
my guess is that it would be with both astonishment and pleasure.
I thank T. Stern, B. Glen, S. Moorbath and P. Wyse
Jackson for their helpful reviews of the manuscript, as
well as C. L. E. Lewis and A. W. Hofmann for valuable discussions about the subject.
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